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Introduction

Modern psycholofi;y enphasizes the importance of
adapting the schools to iTxeet the needs of individual pupils
so that each child may have the incentive and the opportunity
tD realize his best possibilities. As a result of this ex-
pansion of the educational system the problem of speech dis-
orders among school children has been receiving more general
recognition and attention. According to statistics} over
1,000,000 of the population of the United States are stutterers
Of this number, 250,000 are children in school. These defects
may act as a very serious handicap and are a source of mortifi-
cation in sciiool and later life.
Terminology
In an atte-r^-nt to si^m^lify, the riresent tendency is
to use the terms stam-triering and stuttering interchangeably.
This defect is more serious than any of the others because
of its many acute phases. It is a spasmodic action of the
muscles involved in speech production. According to Fletcher
it is "a temporarily appearing inability to begin the pronun-
•'Travis, Lee Sdviard - Speech Pathology, p, 101,
^Fletcher, John L. - An ilxperimental Study of Stuttering,
American Journal of Psychology (l?14), p, 201 - 255,
€
ciation jf a v/ord or sylla^ble - a spastic coordination neurosis."
Scripture''' calls it a disease "marked by t?ie follov/inr^ cardinal
sjonptorns: 1, osychic h^rpertonicity and spasms of the muscles of
speech; 2, anxiety (embarrassment or fear); 3, fixation of these
conditions by habit; and 4, the existence of these symptoms only
in the presence of other persons." Kenyon^ believes that "stajn-
merin.'.: is an extraordinarily abnormal manner of reaction
affecting the psychomuscular act of speech production of an indi-
vidual who is enotionally disturbed by social relations," Crlass-
burg'^ concludes that stuttering is a "spastic coordination neu-
rosis based on a mental conflict." Srowning'^ defines it as a
phase of hyperthymism closely allied to or part of that l-oaoxm
as lymphatism. "There is regularly some block in the th.onic
area, usually attributed to thymic enlargement or persistence.
The morbid influence," he continues, "thus exerted and constituting
the immediate cause of the stamraering may provisionally be classed
as an inhibitory reflex."
-'-Scripture, 7. - Stuttering and Lisping, p. 38.
'^Kenyon, aimer L. - Conscious Detailed P sycho-musc-alar Control
of Speech Production, Lameo. I'JSl
"-^Glassburg, John A, - Stuttering - The Cause and Cure,
Archives Otolaryngology, 5:122 (February), 1927
4Brovming, .".'illiam - lieurographs. Vol. I p. 334.

The Etiology of Stammering
Many opinions have been offered concerning, the etiology
of stamnerin^^. The most •widely accepted of these majr be stated
briefly. During the eighteenth century the medical men traced
stamir.ering to malformations in the speech organs. It was thought
to be due to derangements of vocalization, articulation, and in-
correct respiration. For a tine, ivcredity v/as considered to be an
important factor, but today it is an accepted fact that stuttering
cannot be inherited. Several cases of stuttering, it is true, are
often found in one faj-aily but the defect is acquired by imitation
and association rather than heredity. Another verv/ comi'^on cause
of stamr-.ering is fear arising from a nervous shoc^-. A forced
recovery after a severe illness, a fall, a terrifying experience,
or a great physical strain are often the sources of this speech
disorder. Brov/n^ offers another view that v/as suggested by
psychiatrists connected with the Child Guidance Clinics - that
stuttering is due to a personality or behavior disorder, emotional
in origin and nature. The theory of cerebral dominance as the cause
of stammering is based upon the vrork of Ortor and more especially
that of Travis. Such m.en as Brill, Borden, Busse, and Coriat
believe that stam^'ering is caused by repressed desires and that
^Bro'^vn, Frederick - The Problem of Stuttering, Iiameo, 1931

the morbid anxiety -wiiicii arises is the result of the patient's
fear of himself and of those perverse desires which he has
attemtDted to submer?:e, Bluemel-'" yAio fornerlv considered audi-
- »
tory amnesia as the prii..ary cause of stuttering, nov; holds a
soir.ev/hat different viev/ - that stuttering is a thought disturbance
rather than a speech disorder.
The Prob]em
On one ooint all authorities are in agreement, that
is, that the oveir.vhelming majority of stamraerers are males.
The estimates of these differences in sex range from 2:1 to
10:1, This preponderance seems to indicate that sex is an
important factor in the causation of this affliction. Various
theories in explanation of this disparity in numbers have been
advanced but it remains a moo't problem. In this study an attempt
has been made to gather together as many of these theories as
possible through a careful searc'n of educational, psychological,
and medical vn:itings dealing with this and allied problems,
^Bluemel, C. S. - Kental Aspects of Stanmiering, p. 3.

li. Preliminary Infomation.

statistics of Various Invest i.rators
Conradi-^ made an extensive study of 87,440 children
in the follovri.ng cities of the United States:
Milwaukee 31,810
Cleveland 19,678
Louisville 14,865
iatany 11,369
Springfield 5,902
Kansas City 3,816
There were 44,754 boys and 42,635 girls. He found that 1.25'?^
of all the boys stuttered, while only ,47:o of all the girls
stuttered, the ratio being 3:1. He then compared his results
with those of other investigators in this field. Their results
are given belov;':
Denhardt, Ssikorski, and Hartwell - ratio 3:1
Lindberg (in cities ir. Deniaark) - ratio 3:1
Vfestergaard (in Denir.ark) - ratio 2,5:1.9
Von Sarbo (in villages of Hungary) - ratio 3:1
,
(in tovms and cities) ratio 2:1
Baginsky - ratio 2:1
Chervin ratio was much fr.reater - ratio 10:1
''Conradi, Ed^vard - The Ps7/chology and Pathology of Speech Devel-
opment, iedagosical Seminary, (l£04), p. 327 - 80.
(Vol. XI)

Gutzmann - found that the ratio changed v/ith the age,
the adult males greatly outnurabering the
adult female stutterers, ratio being about
S:l vmile eunong children it v;as only 2:1.
Tompkins, Fletcher, Scripture, and //est agree mth the
findings of Guteraann that the male preponderance increases from
childhood to adulthood. Tompkins-'- observes that amon.g adults
the ratio is probably 9:1, and among school children, about 3:1,
He believes that there is a marked decrease as vre go back toward
infancy. Although he has no statistics to prove it, he is con-
vinced that baby girls stammer as frequently as baby boys.
"Therefore," he infers, "8/9 of the girls must recover from the
defect." Fletcher^ notes that the ratio in adult stammerers is
probably as high as 10:1, and in children, about 2:1, Further-
more, he sta.tes that "males are more likely to acquire the defect
and are much m.ore likely to continue it once it has been acquired,
•z
Scripture finds that the relative frequency among males and fe-
males ranges from 2:1 to 9:1. Y/'est'^ reports that v/hile the boys
always outnumber the girls, the ratio changes from grade to grade
through school as is shovm by the following table.
^Tompkins, E, - Stammering Discussions, Journal of Abnormal
Psychology, 1917-lB p. 260. (Vol. 12)
2Fletcher, John I., - The Problem of Stuttering, p. 56.
"^Scripture, L, ., - Op, cit.
^i'lestg Robert - The Phenomenology of Stuttering, lim.eo. 1931

Table 1
Grade 1 3.1 to 1
Graie 2 3.4 to 1
Grade 3 3.6 to 1
Grade 4 4.2 to 1
Grade 5 4.2 to 1
Grade 6 4.0 to 1
Grade 7 4.8 to 1
Grade 3 3.7 to 1
Grades 9 & 10 3.7 to 1
Grades 11 k 12 5.5 to 1
He points out that at puberty the ratio droDS to 3.7 to 1,
then "incaedlately rises to the highest point in the series.
The tabulation of the iVliite House Conference report on
speech disorders ariion;r school children is quoted in Table 2
Table 2
The Distribution of Stuttering by Grade and oex
-rade ; Boys Girls : Total
1 s 629 :I 203 ! 832
2 : 340 ! 244 ! 1034
3 I 966 267 t 1233
4 ! 1052 ! 252 ' 1304
5 t 1141 t 269 ! 1410
6 ! 1091 ! 271 I 1362
7 t 853 ! 179 ! 1032
8 ! 660 ! 180 ! 840
9 & 10 , 611 i 166 i 777
11 12 . 333 t 61 ! 394
.Total s ! 0176 i 20S2 ! 10268
As Vi'est points out "the increase in the total number of
stuttering cases, boys and girls, is due to the increase in

10.
the number of boys mth very little increase in the nunfoer
of girls." Ke estimates that the average increase over the
next loT/er grade is 123 for the boys.
In 1916, V/'allin-^ published the results of his inves-
tigation of 89,057 children in the St. Louis Public Schools.
There v;ere 44,124 boys and 44,935 2;irls betvreen the af:es of 5
and 21. His findings showed that 1,1 per cent of all the boys
stuttered, while ,4 per cent of all the girls stuttered, giving
a ratio of more than 2:1, Of these 31.3 per cent of the boys
v;ere severe cases as conpared v/ith 22,5 per cent of the girls
'.•fno were severe cases.
Among others who have studied the distribution of
stuttering in boys and girls are some of the best known
specialists in speech correction work. Their ratios vary
slifhtly. Brill^ reports that the ratio is usually about 3:1,
J. Greene reports that there are 5 or 6 stuttering boys to
1 stuttering girl, Blanton^ notes that the distribution ranges
"''".Yallin, J.E.^T. - A Census of Speech Defectives in tlie St, Louis
Public Schools, School and Society, (1S16), p, 215,
2Brxll, A, A. - Speech Defects smd iviental Diseases, C;uar. Jour, of
Speech Education (1923), p. 129.
"^Greene, J, E, '/fells - The Cause and Curs of Speech Disorders, p, 76,
Slanton, ^. i: L, Gray - Child Guidance, p, 108.

froir. 4:1 to 6:1, Uartin' s-^ statistics show that about 84 per cent
of all speech defectives are males, J, areene-' in his study of
256 adult stsumerex'S found that 39,45 per cent virere males, .^liere-
as 10,54 per cent v/ere fenales,
Anderson^ made a study of the stutterers in the I/iinnea-
polis Public Schools by giving a series of tests in grades 6-8,
to determine sex differences, :!e arraneed the groups so that there
were alv/ays t'^^lce as man;- boys as girls,
^Llartin, Frederick & Louise - L'anual of Speech Training, p,15.
^G-reene, David - The Preponderance of Llale Stamnierers over
Females, rl.Y. Led, Jour,, KCilXI, (l90l), p, 635
"-^Anderson, L, 0, - Stuttering and Allied Disorders, Gomp, Fsy.
Lonographs (1922-25), p, 61,
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It vail be seen from the abOTe table that a sui^'ficient
reliable difference •vvas found in only one test, "Wvimbsr of errors''
in the Hand Coordination Test, Since there an^^ear to be no sex
differences in the "Kvunber right", it vrould seeBi to indicate
that boys are more apt than girls to get flustered or to make
many errors in those trials in \7hich they made a slip, or else
girls are more apt to recover or collect themselves after making
a slip. Here and in some of the other tests there appear slight
sex differences corresponding to a difference found betvreen de-
fectives and normals, but in each case the t ,E. is too larce and
in one case the difference does not correspond in direction. From.
these results there is a slight indication that stuttering is partly
dependent upon factors v/hich are peculiar to the male sex.
Distribution in the Providence Public Schools
Speech correction classes have been carried on in the
Providence Public Schools for a period of six years. During
this tijT.e the v/orl: has been trrad".ally expanded as is sho"vvn in
Chart I, The consistent preponderance of the boys is apparent
from even a cursory inspection. The ratio, about 3 to 1,
seems to be rath'^r constant from year to year.
f
Chart I
Speech Correction ';Yor}c in Pr oviflence Putlic Scho ols
^
,1000
UNIVERSAL CROSS SECTION PAPER
1926 1927 1928 1929 193'0 1931
It
Table 4
Distribution of Staniriering
Grade and Jex in Providence Public Schools
1930 - 1931
C-rades ; Boys : C^irls : Total
I : 6:3: 9
II : 22 : 10 : 32
III : 52 : 21 : 73
IV : 72 : 18 : 90
V : 80 : 26 : 106
VI : 96 : 18 : 114
VII : 88 : 13 : 101
VIII : 80 : 11 : 91
IX : 30 : 9 : 39
X : 23 : 6 : 29
XI : 5:3: 8
XII : 2 1 3
Totals : 556 : 139 : 695
''-,e distribiition of stairnr.ering in these classes
by grades and sex is shovm in more detail in Table 4,
Considerinf^ the nmiber of boys and ?irls from grade to
grade v^ho stairr'.er, vye find that the increase amon'i; boys continues
steadily vrith an average increment of 18 over the preceding grade.
The peak is reached in the sixth grade, Vifith the entrance into the
junior high schools comes a decrease -rhich continues on throu;'h the
senior hig?i schools. This is readily seen in Chart II, This decrease
is due partly to the fact that some puoils have recovered from stamiuer
ing after having received treatment, and partly to the fact that in th
junior and senior high scliools it is sor.etim.es difficult to arrange
their programs so that they may attend speech correction classes v.rLth-

out conflicting with other subjects. If vre nov; consider the c^irls
vrho stamr.er v;e shall note that the curve in Chart II is very ir-
regular. It rises in the first three grades, drops in the fourth
only to rise to its peak in the fifth p;rade. This decrease is noted
through the eighth, but rises in the ninth and tenth r^rades sli-^ht-
ly, tiien drops in the last tvro grades. These findings seem to agree
with those of 7i"est that the "increase in the nunber of male stutterers
is the cause of increase of stuttering in the lower grades,''
Chart II
Stainmering in Grades I - aIj
^1
17.
Table 5 indicates the consistent increase of bhe boys
only, through, the sixth grade noting the increase over the pre-
ceding grade. The averaf'.e increase is 18,
Table 5
Increase of Boy Stammerers
by Grades
Grade : Boys : Increase over lower grade
I ! 6 !
II i 22 ! 16
III ! 52 30
17 t 72 20
.V I 80 8
YI I 96 16
Average increase 18
The ratio from grace to grade in the Providence
schools is very changeable. There seems to be a steady in-
crease fron grade one to four, mth a slight drop in grade
five, which we have previously pointed out as a peak for
the "irl star: erers. Then it rises again until in the
eighth grade we find 7.2 boys to every girl. It is inter-
esting to observe that though the ratio changes in every
grade the boys always surpass the girls in nuiiiber. This
ratio by grades is given below.

Table 6
Ratio from Grade to Grade
Grade I 2.0 to 1
II 2.2 to 1
III 2.5 to 1
IV 4.0 to 1
V 3.1 to 1
VI 5.3 to 1
VII 6.8 to 1
in:: I 7.3 to 1
IX 3.3 to 1
X 3.8 to 1
XI 1.6 to 1
XII 2.0 to 1
A study of the enrolment data by sexes and grades in
the Providence Schools v^as made in order to determine the fre-
quency at all levels in tenus of per cent. The results are
shown in Table 7 for the boys and in Table 8 for the .^irls. In
all grades the boys' per cent is higher than the girls' . It mil
be noted that in the primary, intermediate, and junior hlg;h school
the frequency of stammering for girls was ,01 per cent, but ar.iong
the boys, the per cent increased, ,02 ir. tlie primary; .05 in the
intermediate J and .03 in the junior high.
Table 7
Frequency of Statnmering j^iong Boys
Grades : Pri^'ary : Intermediate : Junior High : Senior high
Boys : 80 : 24-8 : 198 : 30
Per cent : ,02 : ,05 : .08 : ,009
Schools ; To, enrolled : IIo. of cases : Per cent
Senior High : 3209 : 30 : .009
Junior High : 2634 ; 198 : .08
Intermediate : 5403 : 248 : .05
Primary : 2424 : 80 : .02

19.
Table 8
Frequency of Starxering Among Girls
Grades : Primary : Intermediate : Junior High : Senior High
Girls : 34 : 64 : 3S : 10
Per cent : .01 : .01 : .01 : .003
Schools : ':.o. enrolled : " o. of cases : i cr cont
Senior High : 3317 : 10 : .003
Junior High : 2676 : 53 : .01
Intermediate : 4886 : 64 : .01
Primary : 2911 : 34 : .01
Special difficulties arose in the study of the data
in the above tables because of the limitations of the speech
corrective vrork in Providence, Since there are but three trained
teachers giving instruction to these speech defectives, the
work has had to be soirev;hat concentrated. Classes are held
once a week for one period only. Of course, in the senior
hinh schools, it is impossible to incl;;de all those who need
this instruction in this one period since it is bound to con-
flict vri-th some other ma.-jor subject in their prograjrs, v/hich differ
so greatly from one another. Every effort is made, hov/ever, to
reach as many as possible. In the junior high schools bhe classes
are also held once a week, but follomng the regular "rotation
plan" of these schools the work is spread over three different
periods. In this vra.y many more puioils can be cared for readily.
Practically every intermediate school receives speech instruction
c
vfeekly. -he larji^er schools in this group also contain primary
grades, and pu-pils in these buildir^gs attend the speech classes
without any program difficult^'-. Furthermore, these schools are
often v.sed as centers to v/iiich soine children from the nearby
primary schools are sent for instruction. There are, neverthe-
less, m.any small primary schools that are not receiving any
attention at the present time because of the lack of teachers
with the necessary theoretical and clinical experience. There-
fore the per cents quoted in tables 3 and 9 are based upon tlie
population of those parti cn.lar sci'iOols fromi v/hich the stammerers
were talien, A study of the scholarships of a group of 123 stam-
merers consisting of 25 girls and 93 boys in grades III - IX sho'.vec
that the maioritv of them are doing average or better vrork.
Group :
1 : A or 3
2 ; C or average
3 : :elovr C
Total
Girls
Cases Per cent
Table 9
ScholarshiTj of Providence, R. I.
Grade
u
10 40
9 36
6 24
25 100
Boys
Oases Per cent
26 27
42 43
30 30
98 100
From the above table it is noted that 76 per cent of the
girls and 70 per cent of the boys are receiving passing marks in
school. Twenty-four per cent of the girls and 30 per cent of
the boys are failing, but a number of these failures are awe

to their sr^eech handicap, A more detailed study of the school
achieveTuent of stanrerers in the Providence P-'-jblic Schools has
been made by Ballard, '
Sxunmary
The results of the studies reviewed in this chapter
seem to indicate that: -
1, The outstandin • ir.ajority of starj:ierers are males.
2. The ratios of sex differences ranre from 2:1 to
10:1.
3, Am.ong children the averajre ratio is about 4:1.
4, The ratio is not a constant thing but increases
from childhood to adulthood.
5. The ratio among adults is about 9:1, In other
vrords, among 1000 adults it is reasonable to believe that there
will be 10 stutterers. Of these, 9 \vlll be males and 1 female,
6. The increase of stuttering in the Ic.ver p-rades
is due to the increase in the number of male stutterers rather
than that of fem.ales,
^-allard, ijlizabeth I, - The Influence of Stammering Upon the
Achievement of School Children, Un-
published Thesis, Boston University,
1931,

ill. Theories of Causes for j'.'ale Preponderance,

For nany years there lias been a constant interest in
the question of sex differences anong staimaerers. Studies have
been contributed by the scientific vforkers o:''inany nations, for
this interest has been international in its scope. These inves-
tif^ators have been advancing many theories to explain why there
should be so r.any r.ore nale stutterers than feraale stutterers,
but to date it is still an open question. Bro8.dly these theories
have fallen into three groups based urjon physiological, psycho-
logical, and sociological differences betv/een tiie tv/o sexes.
Physiological Causes
Since staiimering is characterized by certain physical
symptoms or spasmodic movements it seems reasonable to look
tovfards physiology for an explanation of the sex differences.
One of the physiological causes livhich has frequently been
suggested as being responsible for the male preponderance is the
disturbance of resoiration. In 1901, David Greene-*- published
the results of his study in this field. He exaiained a group of
adult stammerers classifying them according to their methods of
breathing. The resul-bs are p:iven in Table 10,
''Greene, David - Op. Cit.

Table 10
Breathing of Adult Stajiurierer s
Hales Feinales
liur'ber of cases of staraiering
caused by faulty inspiration 139 3
iy faulty expiration:
a) L.i smanarement of voice
b) Defective articulation
c) Both a and b
25
8
57
20
4
Total 229 27
Ee discovered that durin';- actual stammering, the costal and
abdominal musclel^f^ be teinporarily "out of gear," The
diaphra^i. contracts spasinodically v/hile the ribs scarcely move,
Ee noted that "this misdirected ef-'ort in the diaphragm is the
most prolific source of stairmering among men, but is rarely
found among vromen," The reason for this, he believes, is be-
cause vromen generally use the costal t^n^e of breathing. This
means that the lungs alvfays contain sufficient air for speaking
purposes. Among men, on the other hand, cases of defective in-
spiration are very comii'on. As a rale, t?iey use the diaphragm
for breathing. In speaking, hov/ever, "a considerable emptying
of the quantity of air in the lujigs must tahe place and tiiis
can only be effected through the combined processes of dia-
phragmatic and costal breathing," A conflict ensues Y/'^ich
results in stammering. He is convinced that this fact is the
real cause of the preponderance.

The revults of another experiment on the respiratory
force of tj:e sexes vrhich he and others carried on, are given in
Table 11.
Table 11
"Respiration Tests
I. forced Respiration
Inspiration Expiration
I.en
' 100 ^ 120
'.Yomen 60 80
II, Ordinary Quiet respiration
Inspiration Expiration
Len 60 80
'.Tomen 40 50
having tested nian^/" thousands by means of the pneuin.atometer,
they discovered that the respiratory force of vromen is con-
siderably lovrer than that of r.ien. This accounts for the fact
that the raajoi'ity of feraales v;ho stsjrjasred did so because of
mismanagement of the voice (as is shovm in Table lO), Yfhile
among the nales most of the staramering was cause ' h;" faulty
inspiration, Terman-^ arguing froin data collected from au-
thorities on speech defects, seems to agree mth Greene that
the costal t^/pe of breathing is more prevalent among girls
than boys. He believes that this is one of the principal
reasons v/hy fev/er j<;irls stairaner, Jutzmsam, ^ Jogerty,^ and
'"Terman, Levris - The Hygiene of the School Child, p. 335.
o
''Gutamann - In the Psycholo-ry and Patholor^y of Speech Develop-
ment," by Sdv/ard Conradi ... Pea, Sem. (1S04), p. 32
'Z
'^Fogerty, ;ilsie - Starmnering, p. 30.
IS
Fletcher-^ also anpear to support this theory since they consider
breathing difficulties as such aia outstanding factor in stuttering.
Bro^vning^ also believes tliat the thoracic tippe of breathing which
is used by girls more th8.n hoirs prevents "thymic blocl:" and con-
sequently stammering occurs less frequently. His theor-- is ex-
plained in detail at the end of this chapter.
Many other investi^^ator s have pointed out that handed-
ness is often the cause of stutberinA-, and show h.07f it may account
for the sex difference amon^ starumerer s . In his co'fir)rehensive
study, "Sinistrality and Sneech," Ballard*^ fovmd that twice as
many boys as irirls are lefthanded. This means that a f^reat many
more lefthanded boys than ^^irls are required to change over to
the right hand for witing. This change in handedness is thought
to cause stami.ierin-r , These findings are substantiated by the
work of Wooley'^. She discovered that "lefthandedness is more
frequent in boys than in girls 7/hether the indication of it is
sought in strength, steadiness, or rapidity," Another experiment
along this line was conducted by Ssikorski^ , In examining papers
of about 2492 boys and 5640 girls he rer.orts that atactic hand-
'Fletcher, John V., - Op, cit,
2Brovming, Nm, - Op, cit.
3
Ballard, P.B, - Quoted by Terman, L.I Op. cit., p. 335
.i'ooley, Helen T. - An Experimental Study of Children, p. 512
^Ssikorski, - Quoted by Conradi, Edv/ard, Op. cit,, p, 327-30.

ivriting was 7 or 3 times as freq-aent mth boys as with girls.
The Toercentare of lefthandedness ims tmce as great among toys.
He concludes that this shov/s " a better heredibarily developed
motor center in the left heinisphere, since the oral speech center
and motor center for right handed persons are located near together
in this hemisnhere." He also believes that this is the reason why
girls of the pre-school age are less subject to stuttering. Travis-^,
in the Speech Clinic at the University of Iowa, has v.'-orked out v/hat
is knovm as the cerebral dominance teclmique. He points out that
"since the central nervous system functions as an integrated whole
there is imperative need for a single functionally dominant center
for such a complicated activity as speech." The vast amount of
clinical material on hand strongly indicates that the left cerebral
hemisphere of right handed individuals and the right cerebral hemi-
sphere of left handed individuals contains the lead gradient," His
theory is that stuttering is due to "the lack of an inherent bias
for the development of a sufficiently'- dominant gradient of excita-
tion in the central nervous system to integrate the movements of
the organism in the production of normal speech," Ke has dis-
covered that 43;'o of the hundreds of right handed stutterers wno
have been exajtiined at the Clinic were originally left handed,
and that left handed boys greatly outnumber left handed girls,
Hov/ever, he neglects to offer an explanation for this male pre-
ponderance,
-Travis, Lee Edv/ard - Op, Cit,, p,140.
0
Terman believes chat tlie innate superiority of f-irls
in physical movenents in ^eneral could be seen in the superiority
over boys in '.Triting, Lincoln's'^ findings affirm this idea. He
reports an exneriment which tras carried on by Gesell in 1906, the
results of v/:-ich are quoted in Table 12.
Table 12
Handwriting Test in Worcester, Lassachusett
s
Boys Girls
: Tunber : Per cent : Number j Per cent
Best Writers : 122 ; 38.3 t 193 : 61.2
ft
Poorest .Yriters : 230 : 75.5 : 77 : 24.5
He collected specimens from 4361 pupils in grades I - IX, and
selected 3 of the best "writers and 3 of the poorest ones in
each grade. Then he separated the papers according to sex. He
found that 61.23 of the best s-necimens v/ere written by girls while
75.5^ of the vrorst papers were "v/ritten by boys. In grades III and IV,
64.4;f!^ of the best papers vrere witten by girls and 94,073 of the vrorst
ones from the same grades were submitted by boys. Even in high school
the superiority of girls v/as noted, showing 76.6/3 of the best speci-
mens v/ere provided by girls and 30% of the v/orst by boys. Another
experiment in Bloomington, Illinois, was a handwiting test that
^Terraan, Lewis IvI. - Op, cit.
c
Lincoln, E. A, - Sex Differences in School Children, Chap, IV

was given froi:: grades 2B through 8A. Thess results are set forth
in Table 13.
Table 13
Handwriting Test in Bloomington, Illinois
: Average number letters: Average quality or Ayers'
: per minute
Grade ! Boys : Girls ; Boys ! Girls
2B !\ 9.3 ! 11.8 !: 37.4 i 46.6
2A !t 15.1 ! 15.3 ! 41.3 i 44.5
33 !! 17.7 ! 13.9 ! 36.7 : 41.2
3A :t 26.6 ! 29.3 ! 36.7 ! 42.3
43 t 32.1 ! 34.5 t 35.2 ! 42.1
4A !i 37.1 ! 37.7 ! 37.3 !I 45.3
5B ! 47.0 ! 48.3 33.3 t 33.6
5A : 43.3 : 45.1 35.0 ! 44.7
6B ! 44.7 ! 54.6 29.5 ! 39.5
6A i 52. S !i 60.4 t 34.4 t 33.4
73 !i 52.0 ! 53.0 : 40.3 ! 49.2
7A t 58.0 !t 67.0 I 34.4 t 47.3
83 !! 59.7 ! 59.3 41.2 64.4
8A <\ 58.6 52.1 ! 46.5 I 58.9
In speed, the girls s-iOv/ a constant superiority although
in some grades the difference is probably too snail to be sig-
nificant. In quality, however, thsir superiority is m8.r''-:ed , some-
times ivith as much difference as a full step on the Ayres' Scale.
These results seem to indicate that Teman' s statement is correct
for the girls do exceed the boys in handvvriting no matter whether
comparisons are made on the basis of grade or age. There are not
sufficient data, hovrever, to permit any definite conclvision ur^on
this point. A more comprehensive study of the relation of hand-
edness to speech is being made at the i^resent time bv lIcKenna \
•'LcKenna, Kary E. - The Relation of Handedness to Speech. Un-
published A.M. Thesis, Boston University,
(in preparation).

Liebnann-*- believed that the difference in musculature
of men and women mirht account for speech difficulties, Man'
s
muscles are stronger v/itliout a doubt, but woman' s are more flexible
and graceful. Therefore her speech is more fluent. It may be noted
in passing that Rousseau, Kussmaul, and Chervin substantiate this
ptheory believing that the better developed nervous syste-^^s of fe-
males make them naturally more ^^raceful in their movements and able
to converse in a more fluent manner, .Yaldeyer pointed out that
"though the entire musculature of woman is inferior to that of man,
the tonciue alone is an exception." The importance of a flexible
tongue in the formation of speech can not be questioned. The
linguistic superiority of girls has been reported by practically
all investigators in this field. This superiority is first mani-
fested in a greater precocity of beginning speech development.
Through school, whenever the sexes have been compared as to scores
on subjects of a linguistic nature the girls seen to exceed the boys
consistently, A contribution made by Stevens^ indicated that the
speech mechanism of a normal girl is remarkably strong v/nich account
for the fact that little girls not only begin to tall: at an earlier
'Liebmann - Quoted by Conradi, Sdv/ard - Op, cit.
2Quoted b^'' Conradi, Edv/ard - Op, cit.
//aldeyer,- Quoted by Conradi, Ibid.
^Stevens, Mabel - Class Work in Treatment of Stuttering,
Fed. Sem. (1917) # 24, p. 49

age than little boys, but also speak more fluently. This, she
believes, is the reason "/Jhy girls are more apt to bGcone hysteria
subjects rather than stutterrers. Furthermore, she questioned
whether stuttering may not be considered the equivalent among males
for hysteria among females.
who believe t-'.at the male excess is due to the greater variability
of that se::. Yet tlie results of the stijdy of sex differcrices in
variability published by Lincoln^ indicate that neither sex can
be called miore variable than the other on the basis of the data
now available. He discovered that the str:ngest foundation of
this theory is found in the characteristics of the reproductive
cells. The female cells are large and inert as compared with the
small, active, and energetic male cells. For this reason, he con-
cludes, "mi.an is more active, energetic, eager, passionate, and
variable; vrom.an, more passive, conservative, sluggish, and stable."
Vi'est'^ speculates as t j a possible endocrine cause of stuttering.
As he points out "it vrould be surprising to discover a marked sex
difference that did not have some rarrdfication into the endocrine
system" since tlie endocrine basis of sex and its e."^'rect upon structure
and function in general has been definitely establislied , Dr. Bro-ivning^,
agreeing somevrhat vri.th the above believes that the sex proportion SLmong
•'"Brill, A. A. - Op. cit.
2
..'.artin, Frederick and Louise Op. cit.
Still ar,other theory is offered by Brill and i, artin'
'Lincoln, iildv/ard - Op, cit.
Robert - Op cit.
5. rovminr Ti'illiam. - » cit.
£
stutterers has nothing to do directly mth sexual functions, cut
"as a matter of thymisn it becomes readily explicable." He clairas
that all stutterers shov: la?r--e th;'.-'iU3, for he collected data of
cases of l;^nrLph.atisi:i found in liiore than one hundred rei'orts pub-
lished both in this country and Europe, All of these cases were
verified 07/ either operation or autopsy. There v;ere 60 rales to
41 females betvreen the a-es of one and sixteer. The figures
happened to have been gathered in tvra groups, each of v/hich
shov/ed a ratio of about 50 per cent more males than females. Ee
explains that his statistics are strengthened by the allied ob-
servations of Paltauf and rerrin, ['he forner published a table of
143 male to 82 female Infants who died suddenly from asphj^'xia
attri"::uta jIc to lar.fje t^^j'^.us. The latter' s study of a farlly of
eleven children shov/ed that the 9 boys all died in the same maimer.
The 2 surviving members were girls, .^e feels that these facts seem
to demonstrate that lymphatism is considerably more frequent in boys
than in girls, "V.'ith respect to sex ratio," he continues, " stamt'^.ering
not only agrees vdth that in th-nnic enlargement but differs radical-
ly from that of the adjacent thyroid," Statistics shov; that 58 per
cent more fer.ales than m.ales are ^-^ictiniS of goiter. In roferer.ce to
respiration he points out that the t-'oracic t;\T)e of breathing utilized
hj fem8,les naturally favors the "lifting and freeing of the upper out-
let of the chest and thus does av^ray vdth thymic block and its conse-
quences," This v/ould account for the lovr ratio of female stutterers.

Summary
In general, these various writers assumed that:
1, The distiirbance in respiration seems to account
for the male preponderance in stammering.
2. Faulty inspiration causes most of the stammering
among males*
3« Since lefthandedness is far more frequent in boys
than in girls, more boys would be required to change their natural
handedness. This might account for the male preponderance in
stammering.
4. Girls show a marked superiority over boys in hand-
writing, indicating an innate superiority of girls in physical
movements in general,
5. Woman's muscles, including those of speech, are
more flexible and graceful; therefore her speech is more fluent.
6. Females, having a better developed nervous system,
are able to converse in a more fluent manner than males.
7. Woman's tongue is more flexible than man's, thus
accounting for her marked linguistic superiority.
8. The speech mechanism of a girl is remarkably strong,
Ti^ich accoiints for the fact that girls begin to talk at an earlier
age than boys, and speak more fluently.
9. The male sex is more variable - the strongest founda-
tion being found in the characteristics of the reproductive cells.
10. A marked sex difference may be due to an endocrine
cause of stuttering.

11, Enlargement of the thyroid is more common in
girls yftiile that of thymus is more common in boys,
IE, The relative immunity of females is due to:
a) the lesser frequency of thymo-lymphatism in girls; and b)
the costal type of respiration in females.

Psychological Ca\;.ses
The psychic causes of stamir.erin'r are those that arise
from an interruption of t e normal function of the iriental proc-
esses concerned in the production of speech. It has lonp- been
estaolished that enoticnal conflicts in early childhood may re-
main as sifoconscious iriemories, disturbin^r, the sijeech ftl.nction.
Air.ong stamr.erers fear is the outstanding: disturbinr: element.
This fear like all emotions must be checked lest it becoire an
obsession which "will affect the v/hole psycholop-ical development
of a person. Since any interfer^^nce vri-tli the outflov/ of nerve
energy from the brain is a neurosis, all stammerers have an
anxiety neurosis, that is, a ^.vorry either co;iscioi:sly or subcon-
sciously over the inabilit" to speak. This is often referred to
as the compulsive idea, "I cannot speal: like other people", v/'hich
lies in the subconscious mind, I'any psycho-analysts accept the
Freudian idea of starm.erinr; that the child loses control of the
speech organs because the control is blocked by certain repressed
emotional complexes. They believe that boys have more repressions
than girls
J
therefore they stainraer more than girls, Coriat-^, for
example, claim.5 that boys stairimer becau.se they constantly fear that
one of their tabu terras may slip out at the v.Tong tim.e, -le believes
that starrj.'.erlng is a result of these emotional reactions, Ji-irls,
having no such vocabulary, are not bothered ivith this fear. This
possibility v/as also noted ijy Dunlap^ who reported thai;, boys have
•'Coriat, Isadore - Stammering as a Fsychoneurosis, Journal of Abn.
Psy., IX ('ini4-15)"p, 417,
2Dunlap, Knight - The Stuttering Boy, Journal of Abn. Psy. (1917-18),
p,44.

especial difficulty "with words beginning with sounds with which
certain obscene words much favored by small boys also begin,"
In other words boys are afraid that a slip of the tongue might
reveal a forbidden vocabulary. He believes that while a boy with
a rugged constitution "may keep his two linguistic personalities
distinct," one with a weak constitution is very apt to become a
stammerer. Most girls on the other hand do not have this fear and
consequently do not stutter as much as boys, Borden-^ states that
boys stammer because of a fear that they may inadvertantly reveal
the presence of certain hidden desires, and speech, a normally
automatic function, is upset by this fear*
2According to Fletcher
,
years ago Stekel referring to
sex differences classified stammering as " a form of hysteria with
an anxiety mechanism originating in sexual traumata," Yet all
neurologists agree that many more females are subject to hysteria
than males. Brill reports that while psychoneuroses in general
are far more common among females, staanaering is more common among
males. He claims that these psychoneurotic syn^toms of man, how-
ever, are merely exaggerations of a normal activity, for in men,
speech is a reaction to a deeper mental process than in women.
This dates back to primitive times Ythen men were forced to scheme,
^Borden, R, and A, Busse - Speech Correction, p, 280
Fletcher, John M, - Op, cit,
^Brill, A, A, - Op, cit.

corcentrat 3, and reTr.ain silsnt -while warring; and hunting for
food. C-reene-'-, bslievinr: that a stutterer's corrl^t^or. is iwc-
tional, depending upon his nervous constitution, his nervous
emotional life, notes that vrhile vronan is iiore nervous than nan,
she is better ca'^ahle of naintainin
-j her coordination under
enotional stress, "For that reason, it rcc^uirss an exceptionally
severe shod: to cause her to lose her balance, hesitate, and
stutter," S-'.vift^ reports that psycho-analysis reveals stuttering
as sor.-.s va-rue trouble in tbe personality. He finds that this
trouble is an absent or vreak visualization at the tir.:e of speech,
3asir?^ the explanation of the male and female ratio on this theor;'^,
he claiins that wonen visimlize better than men and use visualizo.-
tion r.ore. A study, published by ilyers^ also shows that fenales are
markedly superior to the nales for avera^.e number of vrords remem-
bered £jad that they have a high central tendency. This idea is
supported by I^luerel* mio bases his statement on Galton' s statis-
tical inquiries. He fou.nd that visual iifiagery is stronger in
vronen than in men, so he believes thab the auditory ir,\a;;,ery is
prob3-bly more intense. If this be true, then a miv.or f-mctional
derangerrent would be less likely to obliters.te or obscure it,
and hence "vrould be loss likely to induce stamrr.ering." Further-
-'-Greene, J, and ii, V^ells - Op, cit.
2 Svdrt, .valter - A Psychological Analysis of Stutterin.;;, Jour,
Abn. Fsy, X, (iri5-16), p, 235
5- -
tlyers, G-arr;/ C. - incidental "...eiiiory for i/ords, Arcrdves of i-sv,4,
(1913-15), p. 69"
^Bluem-el, C,3, - Staivnerirg and Cognate Defects, Vol, I, -n, 210

more, he states that t'lis fact alone vrould '^e aufficisnb t; account
for the male preponderance. Again, he points out that aphasia is
also more common among males, quoting Dr. "Tyllie, "Aphasia is
m.uch m.ore common in the Rale than in the fem.ale sez," This is prob-
ably because "the underlying pathological conditions, namely the
various forr.s of cerebral softenings, are m.uch more common in males
than in fempales."
From, a stiidy of about five thousand children vri.th behavior
difficulties reported by Dr. Schroeder-^ of the Illinois Institute
for Juvenile Research, the incidence of stammering ytq.z found in
about tvro per cent of the girls and in about fo'tr per cent of the
boys. Because selective factors m.ay have entered into the comi-
position of this group, no definite interpretations were attempted.
It was interesting to note, however, that staram.ering appeared to
be characteristic of the shy, sensitive, inadequate, and neurotic
sort of child rather than of the child vdth aggressive conduct
traits.
Other researches-'" have s:i07m also that sta- r^erin? occurs
in individuals v/ith a neurotic family history. Since it is larrelv
through speech that m.an expresses his em_otions it is natural that
emotional conflicts should be m.anifested in speech. It is knov/n
' Schroeder, Paul - Relationship of Personality 9.nd Behavior Dif-
ficulties to Disorders of Speech, L'imeo. 1931
2 Stivers, Charles G, - Oral StaiiUierin;-; ... Llim.eo. 1231
(3
that neurotics react violently to sense "yrce^jtion and resent
the intrusion of anotlier authority. Iiesentnent at t'lis intrusion
coupled vdth an erotional conflici; often results in staipmering. It
is natural for a boy, especially an adolescent, to resent tiiis in-
trusion more than a girl, for this is the time -".vhen l^is psychic
independence becones established. If his parents' over-anxiety
handicaps his freedom of thought and performance he often tahes
drastic measures to emancipate himself, "since the adolescent feels
that he and his group understand m.ore fullj?- and know better all that
is essential to life and conduct than older people. The tendency
for a time is to be fundamentally impervious to adult influences,
since adults seem to him to have lost step with the times.
-O'Shea, I ,V, - The Child: His Ilature and his Heeds, p. 110

S\nnmary
In svomnary, the following explanations have been suggested:
1, Boys have more repressed emotional complexes than
girls, therefore they stammer more than girls*
2, Boys stammer because they fear that one of the tabu
terms may slip out at the wrong time,
3, Psychoneuroses are more common among females, emd
stammering is more common among males*
4, Woman is better capable of maintaining her coordination
\mder emotional stress, thus it requires a very severe shock to cause
her to lose her balance and stutter*
5, Since women visualize better that men and use visuali«ation
more, stammering, caused by an absent or weak visualization at the time
of speech, would be less frequent*
6, Females are markedly superior to the males for average
number of words remembered*
7* Auditory imagery is probably more intense in women than
in men, so a minor functional derangement would be less likely to
obscure it or to induce staimaering*
8, Aphasia is more common in the male than in the female sex*
9* Among children with behavior difficulties, stammering is
foxmd in about 4 per cent of the boys and in about 2 per cent of the girl
10* Boys resent the intrusion of authority more than girls, said
the emotional conflict often results in stuttering.
t.
Sociological Causes
Speech is a rieans of cornjTiunication, the chief v/ay in
wliich an individual atterapts to adjust himself to the social
group , Starinering shovrs a iraladjustment to this social situation.
According to Brovm^ "the basis of th.e neuro-muscular incoordina-
tions and of many of the physical and enotional manifestations wliich
accoi-^oany then is to be found in the stutterer's lack of adjustment to
certain social situations." It is an accepted fact that soirie persons
stammer only ^vhen at hone; som.e only when called upon to recite in
school; soa.e only "/^len tryinr^ to converse with friends; and some
only -when speaking before strangers. Therefore, attempts have been
made to explain the se:c ratio am.ong stammerers on a sociological
basis. In doin^- so, hovfever, the staterp.ent m.ade by Allen that
the social training of the tv/o sexes is, and alvrays has been different
producing differential selective factors, interests, and standards,
must alv/ays be kept in mind.
Many Y.Titers have shovm that parental discipline, either
too harsh or too tender, rivalry and jealousy of siblings are con-
ditions that are likely to predispose a child to stamirier. Fogerty"^
believes that this t;/pe of surrounding coupled '/vith atter.pts to
justify the constant boastings of a vain and over-ambitious m.other
accounts for the fact that so large a proportion of stamirerer s are
•^3rov/h, I'Yederick - Op. cit.
^Allen, C.A, - Studies in Sex Differences, Psy. Bui. 24, (1227),
p. 301
^Fogerty, Elsie - Op. cit.

boys. She feels that many times the stami'ier is used as a defense
mechanism especially v^here the above factors are rer.resented in
the opposing personalities of father and mother. The difference
in treatr ent of boys in the hor-e has also been sivr^'-ested by
Terman^ and Conradi^* They both believe that the more intimate
relatiorshio betv/een girls and their m.others during childhood
accounts for ti>e superiority of girls. They lead m.uch nore
sheltered and circui.iscribed lives than boys, spend much more time
in the home, and therefore have their errors in speech corrected
early, i'urthermore, girls being more imitative than hoys, pick
UT) the "Words they hear more correctly as a rule thaxi boys, accord-
ing to Stern'^, The boys, on the other hand, malte much vrider con-
tacts outside the home since they spend m.uch of their time on the
streets v/iiere they acquire loiov/ledge and a vocabulary far different
from t:iat of their homes. These writers also agree that the re-
latively quiet and unexciting mode of life to which girls are
accvistomed, tends to prevent accidents or shocks which may
lead to stuttering, Conradi qiiotes Eussnaul's su^':gestion that
girls are called upon to move in r;ociety earlier than boys and thus
acquire more poise in conversation. Some vnriters intimate that
stuttering is less endurable socially to a girl than to a boy,
^Terman, LevrLs - Op, cit,
'^Conradi, Edward - Op, cit.
^Stern, William - Psychology of Early Childhood, n, 15S

Fletcher thinlcs that for this reason severe cases among girls
wo"ald tend to leave school, thus accounting somewhat for the
male excess.
Another cause given by Terman^, Greene'^, and Brill'^
TTiras that girls are r.ore voluble than boys thereby gaining more
practice in speech production, but none of these v/riters have
offered any explanation as proof of this statement. Brill
further clairn.s that vromen express themselves through speech quicker
than men because they never encounter as m.uch criticism as men.
Jastrow' s idea is that more men are subject to starmering than
vxomen, not because they are more timid, but because it is a more
serious fault for a man to lack courage. In that sense, a man
is more afraid of being afraid. So long as concessions in timidity
are allowed in women, there is less resistance to the exoression
of fes-r, Cloodenough^ sugiests that the linguistic suoeriority
of girls (noted as an infantile developmental trait) has prob-
ably been strengthened by certain social factors influencing
•^Fletcher, John - Op, cit,, p. 56
^Terman, Le'.vis - Op, cit,
^GS^eene, J, and E, V.'ells - Op, cit,, p, 7G
^Brill, A, - Op, cit.
^Jastrow, Joseph -"Keeping Lentally FiV' charter in "The Plealthy
I.Iind," edited by Henry Elkins, p. 252-255
^Goodenough, Florence - Consistency of Sex Differences in llental
Traits at Various Ages, ?sy. Rev,, Vol,
34 (1927), n. 440

development in later years,
Inder more favoraole environinental corxditions the st'.peri-
ority of girls in school achievement, especially in the linraiistic
subjects, is marked. Bernard-^ arguinr from data shovdng differences
in efficiency bet-.veen the sexes in scliool, notes that tlie variation
is generally attributed to differences in physiological maturity.
He believes, hov.'ever, that the differences in interests sanctioned
by the coinrr.unity and by tradition for the two sexes may have had
much influence on the results. ?.e agrees that girls shov; m.ost im-
provem.ent in the years before puberty and that the boys for;;e ahead
after that period. He points out that there is an im.portant environ-
mental fact in this connection, for according to custom, ard economic
circujiistances "the intellectually competitive career of m.ost girls
ends at puberty while that of boys begins," Ke also shovrs that
many investigations have proved that m.en are raore interested in
things and events, preferring business ov professional contacts.
"VTom-en, on the other hand, are v.'.ore interested in emotions and persons.
Thus he claims that tradition and custom^ tend to deterrdne sex
differences in the acquisition of interests and skills. Therefore
they v/ill account som.ev>rhat for dii'Terences in speech.
^Bernard, L.L. - An Introd'iction of Social Psychology, p,2S9

Summary
To axm. up, the following suggestions have been offeredt
1. Boys rebel more often against attempting to justify
the boastings of a vain and over-ambitious mother, using stammer-
ing as a defense mechanism,
2, The difference in treatment of boys in the home often
causes them to be emotionally maladjusted to the parents* points
of view, with stammering as a result.
3* Girls, being more imitative, pick up words they hear
more correctly than boys,
4, Boys make wider contacts outside the home, acquiring
knowledge that is likely to exaggerate inhibitions and induce
stammering*
5, Girls lead much more sheltered lives and have their
speech errors corrected in their early years.
6, Girls are called upon to move in society earlier than
boys, thus ac^iring more poise in conversation,
7, Girls are more voluble than boys, and gain more practice
in speech production,
8, Women never encounter as much criticism in speech as
men, so they express themselves through speech quicker than men.
9, It is a more serious fault for men to show timidity
or fear than for women; therefore more men are subject to stammering
than women,
10, The linguistic superiority of girls is probably strength-
ened by certain social factors.

11, Differences in achievement "by girls and boys are
influenced by differences in interests semctioned by the ccannrunity
and by tradition^
12 « Men are more interested in events said things t women^
in emotions and persons.

iV. SuirjTiary and Conclusions.
t
iii G:iis st'idy of the male preponderance in staiij, erlr.^,
an atteEipt has been made to include as much information as pos-
sible concerning the various theories of sex differences that ha-'-e
been offered in the publications of the past tliirty years, Altliough
for practical purposes tliese theories have been divided into the
physiological, r sA'-cholcrical, and sociological aspects, v;e vaust
realize t-iat there is necessarily much overlapriing of the three
and such a distinction is at best an artificial one.
The problem of stammering itself is peculiarly com-
plex since-'- "stammering, being psychogsnetic and psychophysical
in its reflexes, vrarhs in a vicious cycle of symptoms., linder
certain conditions of social irritability." llo definite con-
clusions have ever been reached concerning the cause of this
disorder. Until this has been decided, vie shall have to be satisfied
with mere speculations as to the causes of the sex differences among
stairii'..erers. However, the majority'- of the studies v/hich have been
made. Including that of the present writer, seem tj agree that:
1. The outstanding majority of stammer or s are r.ales.
The ratio ranges from 2:1 to 10:1, increasing as we go from
childhood to adulthood.
2. jUiiong children, the average r8.tio is about 4:1; out
among adults it seem^s to be about 9:1.
3. Through school, the increase of stuttering in the lower
'•Uartin, Frederick and Louise - Op. cit,, p. 12
t
grades sliovj-s a large inorsase in the number of male cases v/ith
very little change in the nvunbcr of feraale cases.
Summary
The theories re.f^arding the causes bac"'' of triese findings
are too numerous and too complex to enable us to dravi" hasty con-
clusions as to their significance. In resume, however, the follov/-
ing suggestions seem reasonable enough to assxiue:
1, The differences in the physical process of breathing
m.ay play a va^rt in determining the s^'Ccch difficitlties of the tv/o
sexes. All investigators seem to agree that the costal t;;,T:.e of
breathing is more prevalent among females. Cases of defective
inspiration are verj coiarion among males,
2, Since the sex differences in lefthandedness corres-oond
in direction vn.th. those in stuttering, it is not mthout ".varrant to
assume that they may have a possible connection. Although the
theory of cerebral dominance has not yet been satisfactorily proven,
most v/orkers in the field of spoech correction insist that no inter-
ference •ri.th handedness should be allovred. It has been noted that
cases, predisposed to stuttering, are likely to be exaggerated if
a change in handedness is attempted,
3, The anatomical and physical differences in t'le sexes
mSiir account for speech differences.
4, The lesser frequency of thymo-lymphatism in girls
t
may be the cause of their relative immunity to stutterin:^ jCn-
larr;8ment of the thyroid is more coironon in rirl 8, '7'\ile that of
thjonxis is more common in boys. Therefore sex differences in
stuttering may have an endocrine basis.
5, Boys may have more repressed emotional complexes
than girls. They are ta^ight that they must alv/ays be co'irageous
and never shov/ any fear. On the other hand, concessions in timidity
are nerrdtted to f^irls, vflio thus offer less resista-ice bo the ex-
pression of fear. It is a Icnovm fact that suaong starraiierer s fear
is an outstanding disturbing element,
6, Boys m.ake \Yider contacts outside the home, acquiring
Icnovfledge especially that of socially forbidden matters such as
sex, obscene Ismruage, etc. 7/hich is likely to exaggerate inhibi-
tions. The fear that one of the tabu terr.is may slip out inad-
vertantly may upset his speech control. Girls lead much m.ore
s'leltered lives, being m.ore constantly in contact v/ith the mother's
influence. Therefore tlieir sr)eecli is more carefully guarded and
errors are corrected during their early years,
7, The difference in treatment of boys in the domiestic
environment may produce ef.'ects upon personality. As a rule, girls
are likely to be better adjusted emotionally to parents' points of
view than are boys. The latter are m.ore apt to resent the intrusion
of authority, causing an emotional conflict vri.th stuttering as a
result.
3, Psychological analyses have shovm that stutterinr is
an absent or v/eal: visualization at the time of speech, Siuco v.o:..cn
1
visualize "better than iv.on ard use visualization nore, tlie" are
less liirely to stui;i:cr, ^(^ain, since visual imagery is stron,;-er
in woiTien, it is possible that auditory imagery is more intense.
This Tfould inaico.te that a minor functional derangeraent would be
less likely to obscure it, and sta-nnerinf, v/ould be less frequent
among females,
9, Aphasia is much nore comrr.on in the male sex, prob-
ably because the many foms of cerebral softenings are more
common in man than in ".voman,
10. The superiority of girls is noted in language acti-
vities and memory. Boys, on the other hand, surpass girls in in-
formation subjects and in mo'-.t motor and Loanipulation tests, v.lth
the e2:cev;tion of handv/riting. Probably these differences in
achievement are due, not to a native sex difference, but to the
Influence of differences in interests sanctioned by the community
and by tradition,
11, It Seems probable to the present witer that girls
make better emotional adjustm.ents in school: l) beco-iise of their
superior achievement, and 2) because their behavior conforms more
closely than boys' to that type of conduct vrhich women teachers
consider the acceptable standard! This would seen! to indicate
that girls experience fev/er erotional conflicts in school. Hence
stancnering, Vif?;iich is largely emotional in origin, ^vould be less
frequent among them,
^Wiclonan, E.i:, - Children's Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes,
p. 44
0
In conclusion, this brief study of sex differences am.ong
staKi-ierers has presented sozr.e theories vrtiich v;ere derived fron
Y/ort;i7mile ex?erinents. It also offered theories, the fallacies
and absurdities of which viere too apparent to be considered
seriously. Having little foundation in fact, these theories
vrere entirely unproven and purel-" scecnlative. The scarcity of
statistics was appalling:, many v/ribers having nothing to offer
in proof of the conclusions which they had drawn, Hoviever, among
the factors v;orthy of further investigation and study are: further
research into the causes of stammering; exaaninations and medical
study of starcrTiorer s concerning th-mic enlargement; continued v/ork
by Travis, Br^rngelson, and others regarding the theory of cerebral
dorainajice; and many more psychological and psychiatric studies
to determine the confusions and emotional conditions associated
v/ith starmrering, vdth comparative studies of the two sexes fron the
results obtained.
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